We define and study exact, efficient representations of realization spaces of a natural class of underconstrained 2D Euclidean Distance constraint systems (Linkages or Frameworks) based on 1-dof Henneberg-I graphs. Each representation corresponds to a choice of parameters and yields a different parametrized configuration space. Our notion of efficiency is based on the algebraic complexities of sampling the configuration space and of obtaining a realization from the sample (parametrized) configuration. Significantly, we give purely combinatorial characterizations that capture (i) the class of graphs that have efficient configuration spaces and (ii) the possible choices of representation parameters that yield efficient configuration spaces for a given graph. Our results automatically yield an efficient algorithm for sampling realizations, without missing extreme or boundary realizations. In addition, our results formally show that our definition of efficient configuration space is robust and that our characterizations are tight. We choose the class of 1-dof Henneberg-I graphs in order to take the next step in a systematic and graded program of combinatorial characterizations of efficient configuration spaces. In particular, the results presented here are the first characterizations that go beyond graphs that have connected and convex configuration spaces.
INTRODUCTION
A Euclidean Distance Constraint System (EDCS) (G, δ) is a graph G = (V, E) together with an assignment of distances δ(e), or distance intervals [δ l (e), δ r (e)] to the edges e ∈ E. An EDCS with distance equality constraints, (G, δ), is also called a linkage and was originally refered to as a Framework in combinatorial rigidity terminology; more recently a Framework (G, p) includes a specific realization p, and the distance assignment δ is read off from p.
The degrees of freedom (dofs) of a linkage on the Euclidean plane refer to internal motions, after discounting Euclidean or rigid body motions that rotate or translate the entire linkage, preserving all pairwise distances. The problem of describing the plane realizations of one degree-of-freedom linkages or mechanisms has a long history.
A reasonable way to describe this space of realizations of a 1-dof linkage (G, δ) is to take a pair of vertices not connected by edges i.e, a non-edge f , and ask for all the possible distance values δ * that the non-edge f can attain. This set of realizable distance values δ * for the non-edge f is called the configuration space of the linkage (G, δ) on f , or parametrized by the distance δ * (f ). This configuration space is a set of intervals on the real line.
For a well-known class of 1-dof linkages, we answer the following questions: How to describe the interval endpoints of such a configuration space? What is a reasonable and robust measure of complexity of this configuration space? Does the choice of non-edge f influence this complexity? And using such a complexity measure, which graphs G have configuration spaces of low complexity?
Summary of Contributions
Our class of 1-dof linkages is obtained from so-called Henneberg-I graphs, a natural subclass of Laman or minimally rigid graphs. These graphs can be constructed one vertex at a time, starting with a base edge f . At each step of the construction a new vertex is added with edges between it and exactly 2 previously constructed vertices. See Figure 1 . Delete the base edge f , denote the resulting 1-dof Henneberg-I graph as G = (V, E), assign distances δ to the edges to obtain a 1-dof linkage (G, δ).
Denote the configuration space of this 1-dof linkage (G, δ) on f as Φ f (G, δ). As mentioned earlier, this is a set of intervals. Given an configuration δ * in this set, at least one and generically at most finitely many cartesian realizations -which assign the distance value δ * to f -can be computed using a ruler and compass: simply follow the partial order of the Henneberg construction, and realize each vertex as a point in R 2 , by solving one quadratic equation in one variable at each step.
Algebraically, this is the solution of a triangularized system of quadratics the complexity of which is generally refered to as Quadratic or Radical Solvability.
More specifically, we answer the following questions.
(1) What do the endpoints of the intervals in the set Φ f (G, δ) above correspond to? We show in Theorem 1 that they have a combinatorial meaning, in fact, they can be computed by realizing other linkages, called extreme linkages obtained from the graph G and the non-edge f .
(2) For which G and f is the complexity of obtaining endpoints of the above intervals roughly the same as the ruler and compass realization complexity described above? More precisely, we use (1) and ask when are all the extreme linkages Quadratically solvable?
In fact, we ask for which G and f , the extreme graphs have a graph property called Tree-or Triangle-decomposability, which has been shown in [8] to be generically equivalent to Quadratic Solvability for planar graphs and the equivalence is strongly conjectured for all graphs. We say that such configuration spaces Φ f (G, δ) have low sampling complexity. We give in Theorem 2 a forbidden minor characterization of the property of low sampling complexity which turns out to give a faster algorithm for finding the interval endpoints in Φ f (G, δ) than by realizing all the extreme graphs as per (1) . This can be found in the full version [4] . We also give various examples that illustrate the tightness of this forbidden minor characterization by dropping various conditions and showing that no forbidden minor characterization will apply. Furthermore, in Theorem 3, we give an algorithmic characterization for a larger class of graphs. In Theorem 4 show that this cannot happen, thereby showing that our measure of sampling complexity for configuration spaces of 1-dof Henneberg-I linkages is robust.
Organization
In Section 1.3 we motivate and give a brief background for the overall program of investigation including various measures of efficiency of configuration spaces. The contributions of this manuscript are aligned with this research program. Their novelty and technical significance is outlined in Section 3 together with related work. The theorems are presented in Section 2. We conclude with suggestions for future work in Section 4.
Motivation, Overall Program
We seek efficient representations of the realization space of an EDCS. We define a representation to be (i) a choice of parameter set, specifically a choice of a set F of non-edges of G, and (ii) a set Φ d F (G, δ) of possible distance values δ * (f ) that the non-edges in f ∈ F ⊆Ē can take while ensuring existence of at least one d-dimensional realization for the augmented EDCS: (G ∪ F, δ(E), δ * (F )). Here G ∪ F refers to a graph H := (V, E ∪ F ). In other words, our representations are in Cayley parameters: the set Φ Describing and sampling the realization space of an EDCS is a difficult problem that arises in many classical areas of mathematics and theoretical computer science and has a wide variety of applications in computer aided design for mechanical engineering, robotics and molecular modeling.
Especially for underconstrained EDCS whose realizations have one or more internal degrees of freedom of motion, progress on this problem has been very limited.
Existing methods for sampling EDCS realization spaces often use Cartesian representations, factoring out the Euclidean group by arbitrarily "pinning" or "grounding" some of the points' coordinate values.
Even when the methods use internal representation parameters such as Cayley parameters (non-edges) or angles between unconstrained objects, the choice of these parameters is usually adhoc, and most choices yield inefficient configuration spaces.
The method of sampling is usually: "take a uniform grid sampling and throw away sample configurations that do not satisfy constraints." Since even configuration spaces of full measure (representation with lowest possible number of parameters or dimensions) often have complex boundaries, this type of sampling method is likely to miss extreme and boundary configurations and is moreover computationally inefficient.
Exact, efficient configuration spaces
Motivated by these applications, our emphasis is on exact, efficient configuration spaces for underconstrained EDCS. First, an exact algebraic description, given by polynomial inequalities guarantees that boundary and extreme configurations are not missed during sampling, which is important for many applications.
Efficiency refers to several factors. We list two efficiency factors that are relevant here. The first factor is the sampling complexity: given the EDCS (G, δ), (i) the complexity of computing (ia) the set of Cayley parameters or nonedges F and (ib) the description of the configuration space Φ d F (G, δ) as a semi-algebraic set, which includes the algebraic complexity of the coefficients in the polynomial inequalities that describe the semi-algebraic set, and (ii) the descriptive algebraic complexity, i.e., number, terms, degree etc of the polynomial inequalities that describe the semialgebraic set. These together determine the complexity of sampling or walking through configurations in Φ d F (G, δ). Concerning (i) it is important to note that most choices of Cayley parameters (non-edges) to represent the realization space of (G, δ) give inefficient descriptions of the resulting parametrized configuration space. Hence we place a strong emphasis is on a systematic, combinatorial choice of the Cayley parameters that guarantee a configuration space with all the efficiency requirements listed here. Further, we are interested in combinatorially characterizing for which graphs G such a choice even exists.
The second efficiency factor is the realization complexity. Note that the price we pay for insisting on exact and efficient configuration spaces is that the map from the traditional Cartesian realization space to the parametrized configuration space is many-one. I.e, each parametrized configuration could correspond to many (but at least one) Cartesian realizations.
However, we circumvent this difficulty by defining and studying realization complexity as one of the requirements on efficient configuration spaces i.e., we take into account that the realization step typically follows the sampling step, and ensure that one or all of the corresponding Cartesian realizations can be obtained efficiently from a parametrized sample configuration.
In [2] and [10] a series of exact combinatorial characterizations are given for connected, convex and complete configuration spaces of low sampling and realization complexity for general 2D and 3D EDCSs (including distance inequalities), and a somewhat weaker characterization is given for arbitrary dimensional EDCSs.
The PhD thesis [2] formulates the concept of efficient configuration space description for EDCS, by emphasizing the systematic choice of parameters that yield efficient representations of the realization space, setting the stage for a mostly combinatorial, and complexity-graded program of investigation. An initial sketch of this program was presented in [3] ; a comprehensive list of theoretical results and applications to date can be found in the PhD thesis [2] . In this manuscript, we take the first step in one of two natural directions to move beyond [10] which characterizes graphs whose EDCS always admit convex and/or connected 2D configuration spaces. One possible extension direction is to ask which graphs always admit 2D configuration spaces with at most 2 connected components. Results in this direction can be found in [2] . A second possible direction, is to take the simplest natural class of graphs with 1-dof (generic mechanisms with 1-degree-of-freedom) that do not have connected configuration spaces, and combinatorially classify them based on their sampling complexity. This is the direction we take here.
THEOREMS

Basics
As mentioned earlier, Henneberg-I graphs can be constructed one vertex at a time, starting with a base edge. At each step i of the construction a new vertex vi is added with edges to exactly 2 previously constructed vertices u, w, called the base vertices at step i. We denote this by vi (u, w). See Figure 1 . We consider this class because it is the smallest natural class that contains 2-trees (sometimes called graphs of tree-width 2) which figure prominently in the combinatorial characterizations of convex and connected configuration spaces for 2D EDCS in [2, 10] . In other words, Henneberg-I graphs are the simplest generalization of 2-trees which do not have convex or connected configuration spaces. Henneberg-I graphs are a natural subclass of another common class of graphs called Tree-or Triangle-decomposable graphs. We omit the definition of this class of graphs and refer the reader to [1] . A Simple 1-dof Henneberg-I graph is obtained by removing a base edge f from a Henneberg-I graph (note that there can be more than 1 possible base edge for a given Henneberg-I graph, refer to Figure 3) . The linkage or EDCS (G, δ) based on such a graph generically has one internal degree of freedom and hence a complete, 1-parameter configuration space (Complete means each configuration corresponds to generically finitely many realizations). A natural choice of parameter is exactly the base edge f which was removed: we call it the base non-edge. We simply adopt this choice of parameter since it guarantees a complete configuration space of low realization complexity as explained in the introduction.
Note that there is a potentially exponential combinatorial explosion during realization because there are 2 possible orientations for each point p(v) and only one of them may successfully lead to a complete realization of the entire EDCS. However, we can show that we can circumvent this problem by encoding along with each parametrized configuration δ * (f ), one (or all) of the orientation sequences σ of its corresponding realizations. Thus the realization complexity is essentially linear in |V |.
With this in mind, we only need to characterize which Simple 1-dof Henneberg-I linkages whose configuration spaces on a base non-edge -a set of intervals -have low sampling complexity. As mentioned earlier, the sampling complexity is strongly influenced by the complexity of determining each end point of these intervals, starting with the linkage as input.
Combinatorial meaning of configuration space boundary
We require the notion of an extreme graph of a Simple 1-dof Henneberg-I graph G with base non-edge f will be used prominently in our results. The k th extreme graph X k based on G and f is obtained from G by adding a new edge (u, w) between the base pair of vertices u and w of the k th Henneberg construction step v k (u, w), provided u, w do not belong to any well-constrained subgraph of G (otherwise, the k th extreme graph is overconstrained and irrelevantdepending on the context it could be left undefined). For the linkage or EDCS (G, δ) and the non-edge f , the k th extreme linkage or EDCS X k,j , j = 1, 2 is (X k , δ j ), where the j = 1, 2 represents two possible extensions of δ to the new edge (u, w):
where G is a Simple 1-dof Henneberg graph with a base non-edge f , the endpoints of the intervals in the configuration space Φ 2 f (G, δ) are contained in the set:
where δ X k i,j (f ) denotes the length or distance value of f in the k th realization of the extreme EDCS Xi,j determined by the pair (G, f ).
The proof requires basic algebra and real analysis, see the full version [4] , and ensures linear realization complexity: for each candidate orientation sequence σ, we can read off a set of intervals Iσ from the above description of the configuration space Φ 2 f (G, δ), such that a configuration δ * (f ) ∈ Iσ is guaranteed to have a corresponding realization with the orientation σ.
As mentioned earlier, the above theorem naturally leads to a definition of low sampling complexity: all of the extreme EDCS are Tree-or Triangle-decomposable, which ensures that the interval endpoints δ X k i,j (f ) in the above theorem can be computed essentially using a sequence of solving one quadratic equation at a time. This ensures linear complexity in |V |. It has additionally been conjectured these graphs exactly capture Quadratic Solvability and the conjecture has been proven for planar graphs [8] .
Forbidden minor characterization
The next theorem gives a surprising and exact forbiddenminor characterization of a large class of Simple 1-dof Henneberg-I graphs G with base non-edge f such that for all distance assignments δ, the EDCS (G, δ), the configuration space Φ 2 f (G, δ) has low sampling complexity. A Simple 1-dof Henneberg-I graph with base non-edge f has the 1-path property if exactly one vertex other than the endpoints of f has degree 2.
Theorem 2. Let G be a 1-path Simple 1-Dof Henneberg-I graph with base non-edge (v1, v2) that has no triangle as subgraph (triangle-free). Then G has low sampling complexity on (v1, v2) if and only if G has no K3,3 or C3 × C2 minor. (v1, v2) ; it has a configuration space of low sampling complexity on (v1, v2); but it has both K3,3 and C3 × C2 minors. Aside: (v3, v4), (v5, v6), (v1, v5) and (v2, v6) are also base non-edges and all of them yield configuration spaces of low sampling complexity. Example figures show that the characterization of the above theorem is tight by illustrating obstacles to obtaining a forbidden-minor characterization after removing either of the restrictions of 1-path( Figure 3 ) and triangle-free ( Figure 4 ) used in the above theorem.
The following theorem however gives an algorithm to recognize Simple 1-dof 1-path Henneberg-I graphs G that have low sampling complexity.
Theorem 3. Given a 1-path Simple 1-dof Henneberg-I graph G with specified base non-edge (v1, v2), if G has low sampling complexity on (v1, v2) then the number of vertices directly constructed using v1 and v2 as base vertices is 1 or 2. If it is 2, G has low sampling complexity on (v1, v2) if and only if the following hold: (1) either v1 or v2 has a degree of 2; (2) if v3 and v4 are the only vertices directly constructed on v1 and v2 and the degrees of both v1 and v2 are 2, 1-path Simple 1-dof Henneberg-I graph G\{v1, v2} must have low sampling complexity on base non-edge (v3, v4); (3) if v3 and v4 are the only vertices directly constructed on v1 and v2 and only one of v1 and v2 has degree of 2, without loss of generality say v2, then G \ {v2} has to be a Simple 1-dof 1-Path Henneberg-I graph that has low sampling complexity on base non-edge (v3, v4). 
All base edges yield equally efficient configuration spaces
We show an interesting quantifier exchange theorem for Henneberg-I graphs. Besides providing a characterization of all possible parameters that yield efficient configuration spaces, the theorem illustrates the robustness of our definition of low sampling complexity. 
NOVELTY AND RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, the only known result in this area that has a similar flavor of combinatorially capturing algebraic complexity is the result of [8] that relates quadratic solvability and Tree-or Triangle-decomposability for planar graphs.
Concerning the use of Cayley parameters or non-edges for parametrizing the configuration space: the papers [9] , [11] and [6] study how to obtain "completions" of underconstrained graphs G, i.e, a set of non-edges F whose addition makes G well-constrained or minimally rigid. Both are motivated by the need to efficiently obtain realizations of underconstrained EDCS. In particular [6] also guarantees that the completion ensures Tree-or Triangle-decomposability, thereby ensuring low realization complexity. However, these papers do not address the algebraic complexity of the set of distance values that these completion non-edges can take; i.e, the sampling complexity of the configuration space of an EDCS (G, δ), as parametrized by these non-edges F , which is however a key factor influencing the efficiency of configuration spaces. On the other hand, [7] gives a collection of useful observations and heuristics for computing the interval endpoints in the configuration space descriptions of certain graphs that arise in real CAD applications.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our results give a practically meaningful, and mathematically robust definition of efficient configuration spaces for a natural class of underconstrained EDCS, based on algebraic complexity of sampling and realization. Significantly, we give purely combinatorial, tight characterizations that capture (i) the class of EDCS that have such configuration spaces and (ii) the possible choices of parameters that yield such configuration spaces.
A generalization of the results presented here from Henneberg-1 graphs to the larger class of Tree-or Triangledecomposable graphs appears in [2] and [5] .
As immediate future work, it would be desirable to give a cleaner combinatorial characterization of low sampling complexity for configuration spaces of 1-path Simple 1-dof Henneberg-I graphs. I.e, it would be desirable to improve the algorithmic characterization of Theorem 3. The next natural step is to study configuration spaces of graphs with k dofs (k > 1) obtained from Henneberg-I or Tree-or Triangledecomposable graphs.
